Courses.

Join Women and Gender Studies, the Global Affairs Program, the LGBTQ+ Resources Center, the Lambda

June 29, 2022 | 7 p.m. | Virtual

empower women of the African diaspora in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

STEMNoire is a research conference and holistic wellness program intentionally curated to connect, uplift, and

graduate students across academic disciplines will be an "open mic" type of meeting where attendees can

This new monthly series for tenure/tenure track faculty, research faculty, post-doctoral fellows, and senior level

June 16, 2022 | 3 to 4 p.m. | SciTech campus, IABR 1004

Open Mic: Biomedical Research Ideas Exchange

Wednesday, June 15, 2022

University.

graduate-level curriculum in STEM.

broke ground Tuesday on the

New Life Sciences and

biodiversity.

bear sighting in Arlington, Virginia. Gallo said that these wildlife

Policy

Travis Gallo

by Aja Drain and Amanda Michelle Gomez

A black bear in Arlington?

by Evan Cantwell/Creative Services.

Studies

Assistant Professor,

the Smithsonian-Mason School of

conservation challenge

students' transition from undergrad to their graduate and medical journeys.

to various groups at NOVA Community College. Tomson is

teaching, she performs cadaver dissections and presentations

the Department of Biology. When she's not in the classroom

published multiple anatomy and physiology lab manuals for

Last week's #FacultyFriday featured

Mason President Gregory Washington announced the recipients

Excellence

College of Science faculty

Speaking of honoring lasting impact…

service and dedication to our students' day to day and overall success.

Donna for orchestrating our graduation festivities for many years, and especially for your tremendous

students, faculty and staff. What a great day!

world was in COVID-mode. Consider the grit and determination deployed to reach this milestone—by

50thanniversary, it was definitely something special considering perhaps half of graduates'

This Class of 2022 celebration was bigger in my mind than usual – commemorating Mason's

higher education, some might say graduation is one of our most important KPIs.

The acronym KPI stands for Key Performance Indicator. And as a student-focused organization in

near the arena due to COVID concerns, inviting graduates from the classes of 2020 and 2021. All were

Last month, the College of Science held its degree celebration, my first traditional graduation as our

...to our email list.